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- Has your company grown or evolved? Do you analyze more lines of business more frequently and in more detail?
- Are you frustrated by a rigid or fragmented reserving process? Can you get the answers you need, when you need them?
- How reliable are the internal controls, the data, and the calculations that support your mission-critical estimates?

The financial stakes couldn’t be higher.

Chances are your business has changed since your current reserving process was set up. If you’re like most actuaries and analysts, you started doing loss reserving with spreadsheets. Over time, as needs have grown, those spreadsheets have grown too; different Excel power-users have tinkered with them and then moved on. And now these spreadsheets are an inherent risk, the weakest link in a serious quest to carefully estimate the largest liability on your balance sheet.

Or perhaps you rely on one of our desktop analysis systems and, while it provides a great actuarial toolkit for estimating your company’s reserves, the demand for these results has outpaced your department’s capacity. To effectively deal with these increased business pressures, integrated data systems and advanced processes need to be a top priority.

ReservePro Enterprise Edition (RPEE) is a proven system with the flexibility to fit your particular business while offering data access and integrity, and the analytical power you need to succeed today.
RESERVEPRO ENTERPRISE

ReservePro Enterprise streamlines the P&C reserving process across your organization. It combines our industry-leading ReservePro analysis tools with automated processing and a robust database, resulting in more timely and accurate reserving information necessary to support today’s crucial business decisions. This solution gives you:

- Immediate access to your triangles whenever you need them
- Clear, full-featured, complete analyses, for a higher comfort level about your estimates
- Consistent reporting across all your users and groups, ensuring easy management review
- Fast and easy rollups for more timely consolidated reporting
- A solution that is easy to use and learn, for rapid startup and quick payback
- Automated processing of your routine so you can spend more time in those areas where your expertise is truly needed
### Data Storage & Retrieval

**Increase efficiency with a more centralized approach**

RPEE relies on a database specifically tailored to contain all of the data relevant to how your company analyzes reserves. This single source increases management’s confidence in the accuracy of the data.

- A central database provides the reserving team with instant access to all data and eliminates the need to manage hundreds of files
- Data can be extracted or read by MS Office applications such as Excel and Access or other database tools for a valuable flow of information across the organization

**Improve analysts’ control over data and reduce reliance on IT resources**

Wouldn’t it be great if you could easily aggregate your data into Schedule P lines, or roll up all of your state data into countrywide totals? Along with saving time and effort, RPEE’s rollup capabilities assure that no data slips through the cracks.

- The system allows you to manipulate data and analyze any size triangle—monthly, quarterly, semiannual, or annual
- Automatic aggregation facilitates more efficient analysis, review, and reporting
- It’s now feasible to look at data at a finer level of detail for enhanced drill-down and allocation purposes

### Analysis Capabilities

**Provide more in-depth analyses and apply additional reserving methods**

For many people, the system’s pre-defined actuarial techniques and reports open new opportunities to consider additional diagnostics and employ new methods. And if RPEE’s hundreds of exhibits are not quite right, you can tailor the system to suit your special needs.

- More than 40 actuarial methods are offered to calculate IBNR and ultimates, including development, Bornhuetter-Ferguson, Cape Cod, Berquist-Sherman, frequency and severity, and ratio techniques
- A tail factor analysis tool helps you extrapolate and graphically visualize trends
- Interpolation algorithms help with stub periods and unusual cut-offs
- Comparison of ultimate reports help you consolidate results and make final selections
- More than 50 management reports are available, including actual vs. expected and cash flow reports
- Easy-to-use customization tools allow you to create company-specific exhibits, methods, and reports
Data management capabilities allow you to query the data you need in the format you want.
Automated Work Processes

Increase communication and information sharing

Our clients report tremendous improvements in speed and productivity. With RPEE you simply create a new exhibit, print list, or factor library and you can share it immediately across your entire organization. Better yet, settings can be stored in a template and reused in many different analyses.

- Shared platform and analysis templates standardize the reserving process
- Consistent methodologies and reports ease staff transition and streamline your peer review process

Automation capabilities allow you to quickly update analyses using historical assumptions.

Enhance productivity

Whether you have a handful or hundreds of reserving segments, RPEE’s scripting capabilities make it a snap to perform the same action across all segments. You can run scripts to append diagonals of new data, transform quarterly data to annual, and print large batches of reports. And the system can help you quickly update an analysis by applying default selections to derive new ultimates. RPEE’s automation helps you analyze your business in greater frequency while also freeing up time so you can focus attention on the exceptions.

- Formulas automatically update as triangles expand with new data
- Scripting capabilities handle routine tasks
- Data is stored separate from analytical templates so changes to methods and reports can be made in one central location
SECURITY AND INTERNAL CONTROLS

Improve your confidence in the accuracy of your data

The advanced security controls in RPEE are designed to meet stringent corporate and SOX requirements. The system allows management to control user permissions, such as who has the right to modify, save, or delete data. Automatic journaling tracks changes in the database and helps satisfy your internal and external auditors.

- Automatic data import and export routines reduce manual processes and associated errors
- Secure formulas ensure consistency and prevent modification
- Managers can assign who has read-only vs. write access
- Additional security allows you to lock down items such as templates, customized methods and reports, queries, etc.

BENEFITS OF RPEE

Fast. RPEE automates the time-consuming parts of your regular reserve analysis process. It manages the data, controls the relationships and links, and formats the output for you. It provides a consistent workflow to aid in managing your analysis and in training new people. The result is that you spend your valuable time evaluating the results rather than manipulating the underlying data and managing files and formulas.

Flexible. The system was designed by actuaries to address the needs of our clients, and built by our experienced software professionals. Our consultants will collaborate with you to develop custom processes to address your particular needs. Just as no two companies are alike, every ReservePro Enterprise installation is unique. We will tailor the system to fit your organization and coordinate with your actuarial, finance, and systems professionals to monitor progress and support you when issues arise. We won’t leave anything to chance.

Reliable. We have more than 20 years of experience building commercial software specifically for actuaries, which gives you the assurance that the solution is well-designed and professionally tested. We have a track record of successful RPEE implementations at a number of leading insurance companies. Over 900 insurance professionals at 200 companies around the world rely on our actuarial software solutions.

Supported. We are experienced at using these tools every day in our consulting practice, so we can provide you the support you need, from basic training to a complete peer review of your work and beyond. Our 1,100 qualified consultants and actuaries around the world regularly provide clients with innovative solutions in all areas of enterprise analysis, including economic capital modeling, operational risk, and general risk management. As with all our solutions, our goal is not simply to license software, but to provide the tools, training, and understanding you need to get better results for your company.

Affordable. If you consider the potential time and money required to build your own system, our solutions are the only reasonable investment. Shop and compare. ReservePro Enterprise offers the power of a custom-built solution, but with the price and reliability of a commercial product.
Analysis based on risky spreadsheets and fragmented processes should be a thing of the past. As more people around the organization are relying on you for timely, accurate analysis, you need a solution you can rely on.

Talk to us about ReservePro Enterprise.
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